Spill Kits / Sorbert Pads
Grab & Go Hazmat Zipper Bag Spill Kit
NPS2053BG
(CRS2053BG)
Easy-to-use and store Grab & Go Zipper Bag Kits contain a
variety of spill response materials and equipment. Each Kit has
Grommets, allowing it to be mounted on walls or other surfaces.
Zipper Bag keeps sorbents clean and protected when not in use.

NPS3053BG - OIL ONLY
(CRS3053BG)

Battery Specialty Spill Kit - NPS440133
(CRS440133)
Battery Acid Neutralizer Kit, Neutralizes Leaking or Spilled Battery
Acid, Also Effective For Dry Cell Batteries. Includes (1) 2 qt. Liquid
Acid Neutralizer, (10) Hazmat Pads, (1) 28.4 gram Aqualockit
Polymer, (1 pair) Nitrile Gloves, (1 pair) Splash Goggles, (1) Poly
Apron, (1) Trigger Sprayer,(1) Scoop w/Detachable Scraper, (1)
Disposal Bag & Twist Tie

White Oil Only Sorbent Pad - NPSSFO-70
(CRSSFO-70)
16 x 18 Oil sorbent pads, light weight 200/bag. Grab & Go sealed
bag packaging provides for a clean looking bale & includes carry
handle. Float on water to absorb oil spills. Sealed poly packaging
allows for easy portability and storage and provides for a neat, clean
package appearance.

Sorbent Roll Stand Holder - NPSSRC32
(CRSSRC32)
Sorbent roll stand/holder allows for easy mobility around the shop.
Heavy Duty sturdy stand (on wheels) holds many of the Sorbent roll
items.
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Sorbent Pads
Cellulose Sorbet Roll - NPS151048
(CRS151048)
Cellulose-based rolls are reinforced with a top and bottom
liner for low lint and increased durability.
Latex free for use on all types of non-aggressive spills.
Keeps floors clean and dry 10/case

Gray Maintenance Sorbent Pad - NPSDB-75
(CRSDB-75)
15.5 x 21.5 Gray pads quickly spread sorbent on and in the path
of a spill. Ideal for placing in, under and around machines to catch
drips. Each case absorbs 37.5 gallons and contains 100 pads/case.

Gray Universal Heavy Weight Sorbent Roll
NPSDB-90 - Heavy Weight - 32” x 150’
(CRSDB-90)
NPSDB-97 - Standard Weight - 32” x 150’
(CRSDB-97)
Bringing you extreme wicking and overall performance, this universal
absorbent pad is designed for standard-use applications, and
absorbs a variety of spills including oils, coolants, solvents,
and water.

Universal Gray Sorbent Roll - NPSDS-97
(CRSDS-97)
Two layers of Spunbond fabric sandwiched with a middle layer of
Meltblown. Virtually lint-free and highly durable for high viscosity or
high traffic applications. Abrasive-resistant Spunbond layers give
added strength. 32” x 150’
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Sorbent Pads
Premium Universal Sorbert Roll
High Capacity - NPSG-90
(CRSG-90)
Heavyweight 32” x 150’ Green Polypropylene
Perforations Every 15” and Up the Middle-up. G-series light
green colored sorbents make it easy to detect spills

Recycled Universal Sorbent Drum Top
High Capacity - NPSG-76
(CRSG76)
22” Sustayn Sorbents Are Made From Recycled Material
Earth Friendly! Absorbed leaks and drips blend right in; black color
hides grime so mat stays on the job longer. Fits 55-gallon steel drum
tops; pre-cut with holes for 3/4” and 2” bungs to provide a perfect fit
Very durable and absorbent 25/box

Recycled Oil Sorbent Drum High Capacity - NPSM-76
(CRSM-76)
Absorbs oil / fuel, repels water. Fits 55-gallon drum tops; pre-cut
with holes for 3/4” and 2” bungs to provide a perfect fit
Earth Friendly! 25/box

Premium Universal Sorbent Roll
High Capacity NPSGFF-90 - 32” x 150’ pad
(CRSGFF-90)

NPSGFF-91 - 19” x 150’ pad
(CRSGFF-91)
100% treated polypropylene gray fiber. Safe to use on all liquids.
Ultrasonically bonded and sealed. High strength, spun bond cover
stock.
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Sorbent Pads
Caution and Warning Sorbent Pad - NPSHVU-700T
(CRSHVU-700T)
16” x 18’ YELLOW CAUTION 100% treated polypropylene fiber.
Safe to use on all liquids. Ultrasonically bonded and sealed. High
strength, spun bond cover stock. 25/case

Caution and Warning Sorbent Pad - NPSHVU-75
(CRSHVU-75)
16” x 18’ HI VIZ pads quickly spread sorbent on and in the path of
a spill. Ideal for placing in, under and around machines to catch
drips. Each case absorbs 37.5 gallons 100 pads/case.

Caution and Warning Sorbent Roll - NPSHVU-90
(CRSHVU-90)
32” x 150’ Universal High Visibility heavy weight perforated roll. A
multi-use product offering that combines an absorbent with a
caution/warning sign. High-Visibility print layer draws quick visual
attention to the affected area is strong and tear resistant.
These sorbents are virtually lint-free and highly durable for high
viscosity or high traffic applications. Spunbond material is
extremely strong and can withstand rigorous abuse from foot
traffic. Won’t tear apart when pulled or placed under equipment.
1/box

Hazmat Sorbent Sock
NPSS2-34 - 3” x 4’
(CRSS2-34)

NPSS2-37 - 3” x 10’
(CRSS2-37)
Yellow Hazmat Sock Designed to absorb hazardous / aggressive
spills. Socks can be molded or shaped to fit into specific areas.
Yellow color is highly visible, alerts workers to potential hazards.
40/box
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